
Less gas consumption, less heat, but greater visual appeal. Sounds good? I am Eco Wave and I will help  

you control your energy budget and still enjoy the flames. Thanks to me you can enjoy realistic flames  

from your DRU gas fire all year round. Efficient, smart, and easy to use, I am here to help you make the 

most of your gas fire.

50% less gas, 100% beautiful controllable flames

i am
eco wave

take charge of 
your energy 
output

Watch our video here



Everybody needs to reduce their gas consumption, but  

not at the expense of the iconic DRU flame effect.  

Thanks to our unique Eco Wave gas fire technology you 

can reduce your gas consumption by up to 50% without 

compromising on the beautiful flames and visual impact.  

You still enjoy a stunning flame picture and have full control 

over your energy consumption. Win-win!

Eco Wave explained
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Fact

My continuously changing flame pattern is completely 
silent due to a magnetic gas valve? 

Did you know? 

How does it work? 

Controlling your heat, flames and energy consumption is very simple using the DRU Eco Wave app or remote 

control. You can choose from two different economy modes or even develop your own. This is useful when your 

living room has reached the ideal temperature. Switch to Eco Wave and still enjoy the flame effect without the 

room overheating. And if you require no heat, just a comforting glow, switch to the ‘Eco Glow’ function.

Thanks to the Eco Wave technology you do not have to limit the use of  

your gas fire to autumn and winter. Because you have complete control  

over the heat output and energy consumption, you can also enjoy  

gorgeous flames on cool spring and summer evenings. Delightful!

Control over your gas consumption and heat  

output while maintaining the flame picture

Controlled by one simple push of a button

Suitable for natural gas, butane and propane

Burners can also be switched on separately 

Very realistic fire due to continuously changing 

flame pattern

Advantages
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